
SONG CONTEST 2019.   OUR LAND OF PEACE. 

Emma sends a message out into the world. 
Just as in the drawing, her land of peace looks like. 
She is almost five years old and she knows exactly where  
God and the angels live, high up in the heaven. 
Emma is representative of the 1.8 billion children on earth. 
We adults are solely responsible for them.

The song is a cry for help to the future of our children and a warning against nuclear weapons.

Our Land of Peace was written by the little indie blues band IN Songmaker.

The song supports the nationwide peace campaign 2019 „Büchel ist überall! atomwaffenfrei.jetzt”,  
which works in cooperation with the international ICAN network. This peace campaign was awarded the  
Nobel Peace Prize 2017 and the Oberhausen Church Prize 2018.

Participation conditions.

 The song has Free  Copyright and can be played or published by anyone.

 Record the song as audio or video. Play the song in your musical style, in your tune and after your  
 performance. The title of the song should always be Our Land of Peace.  
 The text is specified in content. Translations into other languages are allowed. 

 Technical quality is not assessed because of equal opportunities.  
 We make no difference between studio demo or recorder recording. Selection criteria are exclusively the  
 musical creativity and expressiveness of the song. The jury consists of involved bands and musicians  
 of the Community Rockbands and the editorial Network Vulkaneifel.

 The 10 best songs will be released on Youtube, Facebook and our internet media. 

 The 3 winners will be published in the Community Rockbands and in the largest German information  
 platform Netzwerk Vulkaneifel with story, hyperlink and submitted audio or video.

 
Deadline: 23 th December of 2019

The responsible organizers:

Community Rockbands  https://www.community-rockbands.com 

Netzwerk Vulkaneifel  https://www.netzwerk-vulkaneifel.com 

IN Songmaker  http://www.in-songmaker.com

Registration form.
Participation is free. The non-profit contest works for the benefit of Kinderkrebshilfe Mainz e.V.

Please fill in and send in as a scan along with your audio/video file until 01-06-2019.  
Benefit free of charge: www.wetransfer.com / E-Mail Recipient: vulkaneifel-art@gmx.de

Name of the band or the musician

Country

Street / number / zip code / place of residence

E-mail of the sender



Emma sends a message  
out into the world.
Just like in her picture, the land of 
peace looks like. She is almost five 
years old and she knows exactly 
where God and the angels live,  
high up in the heaven. 
Emma is representative of the  
1.8 billion children on earth.  
We adults are solely responsible  
for them.

  IN SONGMAKER / SAMPLE 
 ©  FREE COPYRIGHTOUR LAND OF PEACE

It was long time ago _ the mountains will be testify. 
High up in the _ wilderness at the _ end of the world. 
Where never has before _ any humans had been there. 
Where bears and wolves and _ eagles are _ still at home.  
One day all the gods of this _ world they met here. 
They discussed _ what should be _ happen to us now. 
From a stone flowed blood _ a thousand sins or more. 
Clear pure water _ on its way to the _ valley down.

OUR LAND OF _ PEACE.

Two golden mugs _ with blood and water filled. 
Two messengers _  on the journey to the _ Human`s Land. 
The blood of children _ which reminds of guilt and sin. 
The water that came _ out from the _ earth deep down.

The gods they called them _ Ibrahim and Abraham. 
They moved with the _ embassy into the _ distant land. 
The blood as a last remind _ the water as a gift. 
One last appeal _ children they are _ innocent.
OUR LAND OF _ PEACE.


